Homework #0

In this assignment you will need to setup your development assignment and create your first "Hello World" app based on Google’s tutorial.

This assignment shouldn't be submitted and is not part of your final grade.

You can find the tutorial here: https://developer.android.com/training/basics/firstapp/index.html

Install the Android Studio IDE and Android SDK and follow the tutorial on how to use them.

Only the first 2 steps of the tutorial ('Creating an Android project' & 'Run your app') are part of this assignment.

You may read the other steps if you want to but they're not mandatory. The tutorial explains how to run your application both on a physical device and on an emulator. Even if you plan to debug on a physical device, make sure you can run the emulator too.

If you encounter problems running the SDK emulator, you can try the genymotion emulator (http://www.genymotion.com/).

After you have created your app, add a log line to check that you can debug it. You can do so with the following method: Log.d("Ex0", "hello"); (don’t forget to add the required imports).

Future assignments will not be from the Google’s tutorials.